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The Arctic’s thinning sea ice cover is a consequence of a changing
climate, one whose effects are felt throughout the Earth system, from
chemistry and biology to lower-latitude weather and climate. We
present evidence that the coupled interaction between sea ice, solar
radiation, and the Arctic ocean is influenced by the shape of surface
melt ponds that form in summer. The geometry of the melt pond
surface determines the distribution of solar energy under ponds, and
with it the ecological, oceanographic, and thermodynamic processes
that depend on solar radiation. We investigate the full three-
dimensional light field under ponded sea ice to demonstrate this
previously unexplored control on the coupled system. We find the
effect of pond geometry may play an important role in the future
evolution of the sea ice cover and the photosynthetic life living
beneath it. We then develop a simple model of the effect on pond
surface geometry on the distribution of solar energy under sea ice
suitable for climate model applications.
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Solar radiation is the dominant source of energy in polar1

regions. The tilt of Earth’s axis leads to a large annual2

cycle in polar insolation, transitioning between polar winter,3

in which the surface ocean is frozen into sea ice, to polar4

summer, where daily solar insolation is the highest in the5

world. In summer, the high albedo of sea ice mitigates ocean6

heating, reflecting up to 80% of the incoming solar flux. In7

particular, snow covered sea ice acts as an insulating barrier8

for heat, moisture and momentum transfer between the ocean9

and the atmosphere (1). The annual cycle between the weak10

and strong solar fluxes, and the growth and albedo of sea ice11

determines the evolution of energy in the Arctic Ocean. Due12

to the coupling between sea ice, solar forcing, and ocean heat,13

destabilization of this delicate annual balance is thought to14

give rise to instabilities of Earth’s climate (2, 3).15

At sub-global scales, Earth’s sea ice cover is wildly16

heterogeneous, a mosaic of individual floes that range in size17

from meters to tens of kilometers. The emergent properties of18

this heterogeneity, most importantly the albedo, are exploited19

in complex models of a variety of complexities, from the toy20

models used to understand climate stability (4) to the sea ice21

models used to predict future climate (5). From the perspective22

of the solar energy budget, one of the most significant of these23

floe-scale variables is the melt pond fraction (6, 7).24

At the beginning of polar summer, sea ice consists of a25

low permeability layer of ice covered by a comparatively thin26

layer of snow that has fallen over the previous months. As27

the snow layer melts, meltwater collects in topographic lows28

of the ice surface, forming melt ponds, with a distinct and29

heterogeneous geometry (8, 9). Individual ponds start as small30

O(1 m) round pools. Over the course of the melt season, the31

ponds enlarge and merge, eventually covering up to 80% of 32

first year ice. These ponds comprise a significant fraction of 33

the summertime Arctic sea ice surface, whose Arctic-wide area 34

has increased as the sea ice has thinned: a consequence of the 35

larger area covered by ponds over flat, young ice (10). 36

Ponds reduce the aggregate albedo of ice-covered areas and 37

determine the amount of solar radiation penetrating the ice to 38

the ocean below. Locally, the enhancement of solar radiation 39

under ponds significantly increases sea ice melting, eventually 40

resulting in drainage holes under ponds that rapidly increase 41

solar heating of the upper ocean (8, 11). This feedback process 42

happens at the scale of tens to hundreds of meters, and is not 43

incorporated in climate models, where a profile of temperature 44

is evolved per grid point with a scale of several kilometers. 45

Small-scale heterogeneities in solar forcing result in small- 46

scale lateral variability in ocean heat content. The impact of 47

this lateral heterogeneity is not resolved in climate models, 48

however, implying rapid horizontal mixing at the grid scale 49

(12, 13). In reality, vertical mixing processes close to the ice 50

base are more effective than the implied lateral mixing (14, 15), 51

indicating the true effect of ponds is not accounted for in the 52

ocean energy budget of climate models. The distribution 53

of solar radiation is also an important energy source for 54

phytoplankton. Change to the frequency and extent of melt 55

ponds have potentially led to a dramatic shift in the ecology of 56

the Arctic, with massive blooms of photosynthetic life moving 57

underneath the ice edge and earlier in the season (16–18). As 58

ponding occurs during periods of maximum solar forcing, the 59

effect is further amplified. It is therefore crucial to understand 60

how solar energy is distributed below the climate model grid 61

scale. 62

Observational and modeling studies have thus far described 63
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Fig. 1. Statistics of a synthetically generated ponded ice surface. (a) Surface irradiance (W/m2) through the ice and pond surface. (b) Solar irradiance 15 meters below the ice
surface. Note the changed color scale from (a) to (b). (c) Irradiance as a function of depth for (blue) un-ponded regions, (red) ponded regions, and (black) all. Dashed lines
indicate the expected decay profile for a homogenous surface of all ponds or no ponds. (d) Relationship between pond perimeter and pond area for all connected ponds in (a)
(blue circles), with slopes corresponding to a fractal dimension of 1 (red line), 2 (yellow line), or the surface fractal dimension D = 1.5 (purple line)

the transmission and absorption of solar radiation through64

ponded sea ice (19–21), or the light field under simple regions65

of mixed water, ice, and ponds (22). Scattering of light at66

the ice base and within the ocean leads to a counter-intuitive67

result: observations of increasing solar irradiance with depth68

under bare ice (22, 23). Ordinarily solar irradiance decreases69

with depth due to absorption. The depth and strength of70

this sub-surface maximum arises from a competition between71

scattering of light penetrating ponded ice and absorption of72

light with depth. If the depth of the sub-ice maximum is close73

to the sea ice base, regions of bare sea ice will melt more74

rapidly when they are near ponds than when they are not.75

We hypothesize that the heterogeneity of the pond surface76

determines the partitioning of transmitted solar energy and77

hence affects the surface ocean heat budget. This in turn78

can affect the local evolution of sea ice volume by enhancing79

melting in un-ponded regions and reducing melting in ponded80

regions. The presence of a sub-ice maximum of solar irradiance81

may permit phytoplankton blooms at depth under pond-free82

ice. In section 1, we describe the distribution of solar energy83

under regions of ponded sea ice. In section 2, we show that the84

distribution of solar energy depends on the geometry of the85

pond surface. We analyse the potential influence on under-ice86

ecology (section 3) and thermodynamics (section 4) .87

1. Statistics of the light field under ponded sea ice88

Fig. 1a shows a single synthetic ponded ice surface subject to89

a solar forcing of 350 W/m2 (For details on how pond surface90

are generated, see Materials and Methods, sec. A). The surface91

is 500 meters square at a resolution of 1 meter (dark blue areas92

are ponded, white areas are un-ponded, and also correspond93

to the surface irradiance penetrating the ice), and represents94

the early stages of melt, with small disconnected ponds. The 95

total area covered by ponds is 52%. For a pond with perimeter 96

Pi and area Ai, the fractal dimension, Di, scales as, 97

Pi ∝ (
√
Ai)Di . [1] 98

An estimate of the fractal dimension of ponds of a certain 99

size is therefore twice the local slope of the (logPi, logAi) 100

scatter plot in Fig. 1b. We scatter the relationship between 101

perimeter and area for all individual ponds in Fig. 1a as blue 102

circles in Fig. 1d, reproducing the observed transition in fractal 103

dimension with increasing pond size recording in observations 104

of ponded sea ice (9, 24). 105

Using a 3-D radiative transfer model we compute the full 106

under-ice light field (22, 25) (See Materials and Methods, 107

sec. B) for this pond surface. The average solar irradiance 108

(Fig. 1c, black line) decays exponentially with a decay length 109

scale κ−1
w = 9 m. Due to the scattering at the ice base, the 110

average irradiance under ponded ice (Fig. 1c, blue line) or 111

bare ice (Fig. 1c, red line) does not follow a similar decay 112

profile (dashed lines, Fig. 1c), and the light field becomes more 113

homogeneous at depth (Fig. 1b). In pond-free areas, there is an 114

significant increase in solar irradiance up to a depth of several 115

meters, as noted in field measurements of light transmission 116

through ponded ice (26). 117

For the melt pond surface shown in Fig. 1a with a pond 118

area fraction, φ = 50%, assuming constant sea ice and melt 119

pond albedos, 135 W/m2 of solar energy penetrates the sea 120

ice base, with 80 W/m2 absorbed in the top 10 meters. 121

Most of the heating (110 W/m2) will penetrate ponded areas, 122

compared to 25 W/m2 through bare ice. Without scattering 123

effects, the absorption of solar radiation would be partitioned 124

between ponded and un-ponded regions at the same proportion. 125
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Fig. 2. Relationship between under-ice light field and surface pond geometry for a collection of 5,000 stochastically generated melt pond surfaces. (a) Scatter plot of D against
melt pond fraction, φ. (b) The “enhancement factor", Ep,i in solar absorption due to scattering for ponded (blue circles) and pond-free regions (red) . Black line is a linear
model (Eq. 7) for Ep as a function of fractal dimension. (c) The absolute change in solar heating under ponded regions (blue) or pond-free regions (red) due to scattering, as a
function of D.

Instead, 55 W/m2 is absorbed under bare ice, and 80 W/m2
126

below ponds. In the case of Fig. 1a, inhomogeneous scattering127

at the under-ice surface more than doubles the solar radiation128

absorbed in the upper ocean under bare ice.129

2. Relationship between solar energy and pond130

geometry131

We next investigate how the pond surface geometry affects the132

strength of solar irradiance under ponded sea ice. Using a set133

of 10,000 stochastically generated ice surfaces (see materials134

and methods, sec. A), we characterize the surface geometry by135

using a “surface pond dimension", D (materials and methods,136

sec. C). Figure 3(a-c) shows three synthetic pond surfaces with137

melt pond fraction φ = 50%, for which D ranges from 1.4 to138

2. In general, an increase in D corresponds to an increasing139

separation of ponded and un-ponded regions. On average,140

this corresponds to a weaker scattering of light between un-141

ponded regions. Fig. 3(d-f) show the average light field under142

ponded (blue) or un-ponded regions for the surfaces in Fig. 3(a-143

c). As D increases, the separation between ponded and un-144

ponded regions is enhanced and the light field becomes less145

homogeneous with depth. D is different from traditional146

measures of two-dimensional geometry for fractal surfaces as147

it is generally anti-correlated with increasing complexity and148

attains values between 0.5 and 2.149

D is not correlated with mean pond size (Fig. 2b),150

mean pond perimeter, box-counting dimension or Hausdorff151

dimension. However, there is a strong and linear relationship152

between D and the solar irradiance under ponded regions.153

We define the “enhancement factor", Ep/i, as the fractional154

change in solar absorption under ponded or pond-free regions155

(Fig. 2c),156

Ep/i =
Iabs,p/i − Ipred,p/i

Ipred,p/i
, [2]157

where Iabs,p/i is the solar absorption under ponds or bare158

ice, and Ipred,ic is the absorption in those regions assuming159

exponential extinction and no scattering (Materials and160

Methods, B). In general, a significant amount of solar radiation161

is absorbed underneath pond-free regions because of ponds,162

with the solar heating in these regions increased by 50% or163

more. Because more sunlight is permitted through ponded164

regions, the coincident decline in solar radiation absorbed165

under ponded regions is smaller, though typical values are 25% 166

or more. Fig. 2d shows the total change in heat flux absorbed 167

in the ponded or unponded regions. A typical “scattering" 168

heat flux, Qscat, of up to 20 W/m2 is transferred from the 169

ponded regions to the unponded regions, a significant fraction 170

of the sea ice heat and enough to melt a centimeter of sea ice 171

per day. 172

There is an exciting and nearly linear relationship between 173

Ep and D. With no relationship between pond fraction and 174

fractal dimension, this suggests the changing absorption of 175

heat can be explained by the pond geometry alone. Using 176

linear regression and conservation of energy, we derive models 177

Ẽp(D) and Ẽi(D,φ) that explain 96% and 99% of the variance 178

in Ep and Ei, respectively (Materials and Methods, sec. D). 179

From these parameterized exchanges we derive a model Q̃scat 180

that explains 85% of the variance in Qscat (Fig. 2c), and that 181

can readily be included in climate models (see sec. 4) 182

3. Implications of scattering for phytoplankton blooms 183

under sea ice 184

A common framework for understanding phytoplankton 185

blooms is the “Sverdrup hypothesis" (27), which theorizes 186

that phytoplankton inhabit and are evenly mixed throughout 187

the ocean surface mixed layer. When the mixed layer depth 188

is shallower than a “critical depth", the increase in solar 189

absorption felt at lesser depths leads to blooms. Observations 190

of “massive" phytoplankton blooms under fully ice-covered 191

areas of the Chukchi Sea (16, 17) have implicated melt ponds as 192

the source of the required solar radiation, but modeling efforts 193

to explain these observations (18) have assumed a laterally 194

well-mixed surface layer, with a horizontally homogenous light 195

field determining the phytoplankton population dynamics. 196

Fig. 3 uses the critical depth model for phytoplankton 197

blooms under ponded sea ice derived in (18), and examine 198

how changes to the pond surface geometry affect the potential 199

for phytoplankton blooms. We average the solar irradiance 200

absorbed under either bare ice or ponds separately and 201

compute the critical depth for each region. In areas under 202

bare ice, scattering of light sourced from ponded sea ice 203

increases the photosynthetically available radiation, deepening 204

the mixed layer depth required for a bloom there (Fig. 3a, 205

red circles). By extension, regions directly under ponds 206
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Fig. 3. (a-c) Pond surfaces with melt pond fraction 50%, with pond surface dimension, D equal to (a) 1.4, (b) 1.7, or (c) 1.9. Blue regions are ponded, white are un-ponded.
(d-f) Average irradiance under ponded (blue), un-ponded (red), or all regions (black) for the pond surfaces in (a-c).

become less hospitable, with the critical depth under ponded207

regions shallowing (Fig. 3a, blue circles). These differences are208

significant: for fully ponded surfaces the critical depth is below209

10 m (red dashed line, Fig. 3a), but the effect of scattering210

increases by 5-15 meters as a function of fractal dimension.211

4. Discussion212

We have demonstrated the significant role that the scattering of213

light in the upper ocean can have on the heat budget, ecology,214

and sea ice evolution in polar regions. Combining several215

model techniques, we found a metric, the pond dimension216

D, whose evolution at the ice surface can be used to predict217

the scattering heat fluxes under ponded ice. As sea ice thins218

further, the areas of ponded sea ice are predicted to increase,219

with the influence of melt ponds on Arctic and global climate,220

as well as other aspects of the Earth system increasing apace.221

Life under ice depends on the availability of light scattered222

and attenuated by the pond-and-ice surface. The two-223

dimensional geometry of melt ponds partitions solar radiation224

between ponded and un-ponded regions as a function of the225

pond dimension, D. In high-scattering regimes, i.e. for lower226

values of D, ponds may play a crucial role in supporting227

photosynthetic life in areas away from ponds. The effect of228

scattering may also limit the availability of solar radiation229

under ponds, potentially delaying the onset of blooms that230

would otherwise be predicted using homogeneous models of231

light transmission through ice. The effect of scattering is232

most pronounced in areas with weak horizontal mixing, or233

where phytoplankton populations are highly mobile. To fully234

understand the impact of ponded sea ice on sub-ice blooming235

therefore requires a better understanding the behavior of these236

phytoplankton communities.237

Pond geometry also influences the partitioning of solar heat238

fluxes in the upper ocean, and therefore the evolution of sea ice.239

Figure 3b shows the impact of including a weak scattering effect240

on the simulated thickness of Arctic sea ice using pre-industrial241

climate (XX Lettie) (for details see sec A). As scattering does242

not change the total heat budget of ocean or ice, changes243

to the modeled sea ice between runs with or without this244

scattering parameterization derive instead from feedbacks of245

the sea ice thickness distribution. The effect of this scattering 246

feedback results in heterogeneous changes to sea ice volume, 247

with modest changes of ±2.5 cm within the ice pack itself (red 248

line plots the 30% sea ice concentration contour). Along the 249

Canadian archipelago, where simulated sea ice is thickest, the 250

variability is higher, with reduction in average sea ice thickness 251

of up to 1 meter. Our results may be a conservative estimate 252

of the importance of this scattering, as we consider only a 253

second-order effect of this scattering, with baseline simuations 254

that have much thicker ice than is present in modern climate. 255

We therefor suggest that modern continuum sea ice models 256

may need to include information about horizontal scattering of 257

solar energy to accurately capture sea ice evolution, especially 258

when considering projections of future climate. 259

While we demonstrated a relationship between the pond 260

geometry and the partitioning of solar radiation in the upper 261

ocean, the pond surface dimension, D, can not readily be 262

derived from quantities available to current climate models. 263

Given its importance in setting the properties of under-ice 264

radiation, a first step may be to re-process existing observations 265

of melt ponds (i.e. (9)) to derive a seasonal cycle of D. 266

Obtaining information about the evolution of D and its 267

relationship to the evolving sea ice surface in summer will 268

be necessary to properly model the effect of the pond surface 269

geometry in modern climate models, and the associated effects 270

on sea ice evolution and ecology. 271

References. 272

Materials and Methods 273

274

A. Pond Generation Scheme. Synthetic pond surfaces are created by 275

imposing a uniform lattice of individual circular “pseudo-ponds" of 276

fixed radius r∗, with the number of ponds chosen so that the initial 277

uniform lattice has a specified area, A∗. The positions and radii of 278

these individual ponds are then perturbed by white noise with a 279

magnitude equal to r∗. As the initial circular ponds now come into 280

contact, the resulting pond area will be less than A∗. Observations 281

of ponded sea ice have reported a fractal transition with increasing 282

pond area between D = 1 to D = 2 (9, 24). Dashed lines in Fig. 1b 283

show the slopes corresponding to D= 1 (red) and D= 2 (yellow), 284

and reproduce the observed transition regime. This transition is 285
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Fig. 4. Impacts of scattering under ponded ice. (a) Critical depth under ponded (red) and un-ponded (blue) surfaces) as a function of pond dimension, D. Dashed lines are the
critical depth for those regions when scattering effects are not included. (b) Difference in September Arctic mean sea ice thickness between CICE simulations (see Materials
and Methods E), with or without a simple sub-gridscale parameterization of under-ice scattering. Red line is the 30% sea ice concentration contour.

consistent across an order of magnitude of horizontal resolutions,286

and produces consistent results with other methods of pond surface287

generation (28).288

B. Under-ice light field calculation. The solar irradiance, Ii,p (units289

W/m2, with the sub-script i corresponding to bare ice, and p to290

ponded ice), traveling through regions of bare ice or ponds alone is,291

Ii/p = I0(1− αp/i) exp(−κiH). [3]292

We take αi = 0.7, αp = 0.15, κi = 0.7 1/m and H = 1 m as293

representative values for the extinction coefficient and thickness294

of first-year sea ice (23), and I0 = 350 W/m2 a representative295

solar heat flux in summer. Below the surface, we obtain the full296

3-dimensional light field (the downwelling planar irradiance) using297

a radiative transfer model for an inhomogeneously scattering sea298

ice cover (22, 25), with an extinction coefficient of solar radiation in299

water of κw = 0.11 m−1. The radiative transfer output is contrasted300

with the “predicted" solar irradiance at depth.301

Ipred,p/i = I0(1− αp/i) exp (−κihi), [4]302

an estimate of the solar irradiance under ponds or ice in the absence303

of scattering.304

C. Pond Fractal Dimension. The box-counting dimension, Dbc is305

derived from the relationship between the number of boxes, ni, of306

radius ri that cover the perimeter of ponded regions. With the307

assumption ni ∼ R(−D)
i , the box-counting dimension at scale i is308

defined,309

Dbc,i = −
∆ logni
∆ logRi

. [5]310

, with the overall box-counting dimension Dbc the average over all311

i. For a fractal pond surface, Dbc,i is constant across all i. Pond312

surfaces, however, are not necessarily fractal, therefore Dbc,i is not313

constant, requiring a decision be made to define a unique measure314

of the geometry of each ponded surface.315

To do so, we choose to compute D as the average value of {Dbc}i,316

weighted by the number of boxes of radius i,317

D =
∑
i

ni

N
Dbc,i ≈ −

∑
i

1
N

∆ni
∆ logRi

, [6]318

where N =
∑

ni. This weighting emphasizes coverings by smaller319

box sizes. For fully resolved fractal geometries, D = Dbc.320

D. Simple models of Enhancement Factors. We perform a multiple321

linear regression of Ep against the three control variables: the pond322

fraction φ, the pond perimeter per unit area P/A (where A is the323

total domain area), and the fractal dimension D. The full regression324

is statistically significant at the 1% level and explains most of the325

variance in Ep (R2 = .993),326

Ep = (−0.6 + .28D + 0.03φ− .05P/A) ≈ 0.28D − 0.6. [7]327

Due to the relationship between Ep and pond fraction or perimeter, 328

we consider only the relationship between Ep and D, a model 329

which has similar explanatory power to the full multi-linear model 330

(R2 = 0.96). The lack of a statistical relationship between Ep and φ 331

or P/A is not surprising as here we model changes to the absorption 332

in ponds, not their absolute magnitude: Ipred,mp is a linear function 333

of φ, and this implies that Iabs,mp is as well. 334

A relationship between the enhancement factor, Ei, for pond-free
regions (red circles, Fig. 2b) and fractal dimension is derived via
conservation of energy,

Ei = −Ep
Ipred,mp

Ipred,ic
[8]

and noting,
Ipred,p

Ipred,ic
=

(1− αp)(φ)
(1− αi)(1− φ)

[9]

we derive an expression for Eic, 335

Eic = −Ep
φ

1− φ
1− αp
1− αi

. [10] 336

Owing to the reciprocal in Eq. 10, the linear regression model fails 337

when including values of φ approaching 1. Restricting to just the 338

values of φ smaller than 0.7 (85% of the dataset, and accounting for 339

almost all observations), the linear model for Eic is significant and 340

explains most of the variance in Eic (R2 = 0.93). For clarity, the 341

linear model for Eic is not shown in Fig. 2b, as the fit is no longer 342

a one-to-one function of D. A multiple linear regression Eic on the 343

same variables used to derive Eq. 7 returns a model that explains 344

less of the variance (R2 = 0.75) than the nonlinear model of Eq. 10. 345

We are therefore confident the relation of Eq. 10 is appropriate, 346

given the nearly linear scatter plot of Ep in Fig. 2b. 347

We now derive a simple model for Qscat, the heat flux that 348

accounts for the transfer of from ponded to un-ponded regions, 349

Q∗
scat(φ,D) = I0e

−κihφ(1−αp)Ẽp ≈ I0e
−κihφ(1−αp)(0.28D−0.6).

[11] 350

E. Implementation in CICE. The sea ice model CICE uses a 351

prognostic melt pond model that carries meltwater as a tracer 352

atop “level" regions of sea ice (10, 29). Each model grid cell 353

contains a sea ice thickness distribution, with each sea ice thickness 354

category of thickness hj having a total ice area fraction, cj , with 355

a melt pond fraction φj as well as a snow fraction sj . The model 356

parameterization includes snow-covered regions, but to simplify this 357

explanation we consider them to as simply un-ponded regions. 358

The model evaluates two shortwave penetrative heat fluxes in 359

each thickness category: the heat flux per square meter of ponded 360

ice I0
p,j , and the heat flux per square meter of un-ponded ice I0

i,j , 361

where the subscript implies an un-adjusted value. The total sea ice 362

concentration c and melt pond fraction φ are obtained via, 363

c =
∑
i

ci; φ =
∑
i

ciφi. [12] 364
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The unadjusted total shortwave penetrative heat flux through ice365

I0
i , or through ponds I0

p is,366

I0
p =

∑
j

cjφjI
0
p,j , I0

i =
∑
j

cj(1− φj)I0
i,j , [13]367

As the model contains only information about the melt pond fraction368

but not its geometry, we build a simple model,369

Ep(φ) =
φ− 1

4
. [14]370

This model is intended as a stand-in in the absence of good
information about D, and that it does capture the broad behavior
of Ep, ranging from zero decrease in the shortwave heating under
ponded ice to a maximum decline of 25%. The corrected heat fluxes
through ice or pond, per square meter of model domain are,

Ip = (1 + Ep)I0
p [15]

Ii = (1 + Ei)I0
i =

(
1− Ep

I0
p

I0
i

)
I0
i . [16]

We apply the same corrective factor to each thickness category, i.e.371

Ip,j = (1 + Ep)I0
p,j , Ii,j = (1− Ep

I0
p

I0
i

)I0
i,j . [17]372

As the penetrating shortwave radiation is mixed by the ocean model,373

we instead apply changes to the penetrative heat flux directly to374

the base of ice, assuming a rapid mixing of this solar energy to the375

ice base.376
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